Shanghai Convention & Exhibit Center of International Sourcing

1. **JW Marriott Chang Feng Park**
   - 0.5km from conference venue, 5mins by walk

2. **Guoman Hotel Shanghai**
   - 0.6km from conference venue, 7mins by walk

3. **Renaissance Shanghai Yangtze Hotel**
   - 3.5km from conference venue, 10mins by taxi

4. **Renaissance Zhongshan Park Hotel**
   - 3.3km from conference venue, 10mins by taxi

5. **Shanghai Marriott Hotel City Centre (West Downtown of Shanghai)**
   - 11.8km from conference venue, 25 minutes by taxi;
   - 770m walking distance to the nearest subway station (line2, People’s square station); please take *conference shuttle bus from the nearest arrival subway station (line2, Weining Rd station) to conference center

6. **Grand Hyatt Shanghai (East Downtown of Shanghai)**
   - 15km from conference venue; 30 minutes by taxi;
   - 444m walking distance to the nearest subway station (line2, Lvjiazui station); please take *conference shuttle bus from the nearest arrival subway station (line2, Weining Rd station) to conference center

7. **Hyatt Regency Shanghai Global Harbor**
   - 3.7km from conference venue; 10 minutes by taxi;
   - 120m walking distance to the nearest subway station (line13, Jinshajiang Rd station); please take *conference shuttle bus from the nearest arrival subway station (line13, Daduhe Rd station) to conference center

*The shuttle bus timetable will subject to official conference schedule.*